Abstract-In recent years the technological world has grown by incorporating billions of small sensing devices, collecting and sharing real-world information. As the number of such devices grows, it becomes increasingly difficult to manage all these new information sources. There is no uniform way to share, process and understand context information. In previous publications we discussed efficient ways to organize context information that is independent of structure and representation. However, our previous solution suffers from semantic sensitivity. In this paper we review semantic methods that can be used to minimize this issue, and propose an unsupervised semantic similarity solution that combines distributional profiles with public web services. Our solution was evaluated against MillerCharles dataset, achieving a correlation of 0.6.
I. Introduction
Today the technological world is full of devices with sensing capabilities. Such concentration of computational capabilities is a direct consequence of the Internet of Things (IoT) and enables complex Machine-2-Machine (M2M) scenarios. These devices generate massive amounts of data, which are an untapped source of context information.
In Machine-to-Machine (M2M) scenarios, an entity's context can be used to provide added value: improve efficiency, optimize resources and detect anomalies. The following examples illustrate the importance of context information in M2M scenarios. Fusing data from several sensors makes it possible to predict a driver's ideal parking spot [1] , [2] . Projects such as Pothole Patrol [3] and Nericell [4] use vehicular accelerations to monitor road conditions and detect potholes. Transport Information Monitoring Environment (TIME) project [5] combines data from mobile and fixed sensors in order to evaluate road congestion in real time.
These projects provide valuable insight about context information potential in advanced context-aware applications. However, many of these projects follow a vertical approach. This has hindered interoperability and the realisation of even more powerful IoT scenarios. Another important issue is the need felt for a new way to manage, store and process such diverse machine made context information; unconstrained and without limiting structures.
In previous publications we addressed some of these issues [6] - [8] . Such as the fact that devices/manufacturers share context information with a different structure, leading to information silos and low interoperability in M2M scenarios. One important objective of context representation research [9] - [11] is to standardize the process of sharing (with different platforms) and understanding context information.
We modelled context organization as an information retrieval problem. These systems commonly rely on the vector space model (VSM) [12] to compute the relevance ranking between documents and queries. However, this model has some drawbacks, the most relevant for our scenario is semantic sensitivity. Documents with similar context but with different vocabulary will not be associated, producing a false negative. This implies that context organization is highly depended on the document's vocabulary.
In this paper we explore semantic methods with the objective to minimize semantic sensitivity. By using semantic methods it is possible to organize, extract and cluster information based on concepts and not on sub-strings nor regular expressions. Apart from context-aware applications, several other areas benefit from semantic based context organization. Without loss of generality let us assume that given a set of M2M devices we are able to autonomously build a concept tree. A concept tree is a tree like structure where concepts are organized from the broader to the most specific. The previous structure can be used to optimize information retrieval system for M2M scenarios. Given a query it is possible to determine the most relevant topic by traversing the concept tree. Machine learning algorithms, specially pattern matching algorithms, can use a concept tree to prune large portions of lesser relevant information. Finally, these aspects could provide a decisive contribution towards the exploration of name-based information centric network architectures in IoT environments [13] . Namely, the application of inference mechanisms into the contentreaching operations of the networking fabric itself can be used to have the network better mimic the complex relationships between devices (e.g., sensors, actuators), their generated content (e.g., temperature values with different units) and its dissemination towards interested entities.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we define common characteristics of M2M context information and analyse how this can be organized. We review the vector space model and semantic methods in Section III and Section IV respectively. Section V contains implementation details of our context storage solution. The results of our evaluation are in Section VI. Finally, the discussion and conclusions are presented in Section VII.
II. Context organization model
Context information is an enabler for further data analysis, potentially exploring the integration of an increasing number of information sources. The common definitions of context information [14] , [15] are so broad that any information related to an entity can be considered context information. These definitions also do not provide any insight about the structure of context information. As previously mentioned, currently no uniform way to share/ manage vast amounts of M2M information. M2M devices commonly share information in textual format. From now on we will refer to a unique piece of context information as a document, and an entity that produces context information as a source.
Context information can be organized using two different approaches: top-down and bottom-up [16] - [18] . Topdown characterization requires the definition of classes and their relations a priori (similar to taxonomies and ontologies). Due to the diversity and vast amount of M2M devices it is very difficult to define and maintain such classes and the relations between them. On the other hand, bottom-up characterization is massively dimensional, and there is no global consistency imposed by current practice. Each individual piece of information is divided into features. A posteriori some metrics and learning algorithms can be used to find patterns and relations.
Our first solution [6] used a bottom-up 1-dimension model (see Figure 1 ). Each document is identified with a unique key, without any regards by its source. This model has some drawbacks: poor scalability and semantic extraction. It is important that we analyse the typical traffic behaviour in M2M scenarios. For instance the majority of sensors send information periodically or when a specific event is detected. As such context information is better modelled as continuous document streams than as a set of independent documents.
Another issue that we must be aware is that the majority of the documents are represented in semi-structured format (e.g. XML, YAML, JSON, BSON). Most common semistructured representations can be mapped into an entityattribute-value (EAV) model [19] . The source is the Entity, and each document is a set of pairs Attribute/Value. The semantic value of a document is in the Attributes, while the Values are variables that change over time.
Taking these features into account we proposed a ddimension (see Figure 2 ). The first dimension is always the source and the remaining d − 1 dimensions are used to filter data from a specific source [7] , [8] . This model uses a bottom-up approach to organize the stream's semantic portion and the remaining d − 1 can be explored as an OLAP cube. In this paper we continue to expand this idea. M2M devices share a vast diversity of information. However, we can classify the information into two distinct classes: semantically rich and poor. In order to better understand these concepts let us consider the following example. A sensor node in a green house measures 6 effects: air and soil temperature, air and soil humidity, CO2 and leaf wetness. The node can periodically share the measurements individually or grouped in a single file. Each document shared in the first option are semantically poor. Based on the semantic value of its attributes it is quite difficult to associate the green house concept with each stream individually. By contrast, the single document with all the attributes is closer to the green house concept.
We can improve our organization model based on this observation. Through semantic methods it is possible to learn/extract higher level concepts from semantically rich documents. The end game is to propagate these concepts to the other stream based on similarity. The similarity between streams is calculated based on the remaining d − 1 dimensions and the stream itself.
III. Vector space model
As previously mentioned, the best option to organized context information is through a bottom-up approach. Although M2M streams are not usually tagged by users, we can decompose the stream's semantic portion into discriminative concepts. A concept is a sequence of one or more words that provide a compact representation of a document's content. Ideally, concepts represent in condensed form the essential content of a document.
In our view organization models can be achieved through a bottom-up characterization considering it an information retrieval problem. Organizing documents based on its content is one of the major objectives of information retrieval research: information retrieval informs on the existence (or non-existence) and whereabouts of documents related with user's query (similar to a web search engine). These systems commonly rely on the vector space model (VSM) to compute the relevance ranking between documents and queries. However, this model relies on sub strings to determine the relevance between terms and documents. In this section we review the vector space model and point out the most relevant drawbacks for M2M scenarios.
Vector space model is an algebraic model for representing documents and queries as vectors of terms. It is extensively used in information filtering, information retrieval, indexing and relevancy rankings. Each dimension corresponds to a separate term, typically weighted by tfidf [20] . The relevance between documents and queries is computed with cosine similarity.
As previous mention the vector space model has some drawbacks, the most relevant is semantic sensitivity. Documents with similar context but with different vocabulary will not be associated, producing a false negative. This is specially worrisome for M2M scenarios, since there is no uniform way to share context information. Context organization becomes highly depended on the document's vocabulary. In Section IV we review well known semantic methods, which can be used to minimize this issue.
IV. Semantic methods
Some of the most popular semantic methods are based on latent analysis [21] - [23] . These well known methods analyse the co-occurrences of terms in a corpus of documents in order to find hidden/latent variables, regarded as topics or concepts. Since the number of concepts is usually greatly inferior to the number of words and it is not necessary to know the document categories/classes,these methods are thus unsupervised dimensionality reduction techniques. Common applications include information retrieval, document classification and collaborative filtering.
Without loss of generality let us analyse latent semantic analysis (LSA). LSA assumes that words that are close in meaning will occur in similar pieces of text. A matrix containing word counts per passage (rows and columns represent unique words and passages respectively) is constructed from a large corpus. The matrix is reduced using a factorization, called singular value decomposition (SVD), while preserving the similarity structure among columns. The language-theoretical interpretation of the result of the analysis is that LSA vectors approximate the meaning of a word as its average effect on the meaning of passages in which it occurs, and reciprocally approximates the meaning of passages as the average of the meaning of their words.
These methods work well in large corpus with a vast vocabulary. Although the amount of information associated with M2M scenarios is large, its vocabulary is rather poor. The majority of information is generated automatically by devices and share in a semi-structure format. Another disadvantage, is the fact that latent variables represent concepts that might be difficult to interpret. This leads to results which can be justified on the mathematical level, but have no interpretable meaning in natural language.
Other popular semantic methods are estimating distance between two units of language. Semantic distance is a measure of how close or distant two units of language are, in terms of their meaning. For example, the nouns banana and fruit are closer in meaning than the nouns banana and car.
Two classes of automatic semantic distance measures exist. Lexical-resource-based measures of conceptdistance rely on the structure of a knowledge source, such as WordNet [24] , to determine the distance between two concepts. In the WordNet database nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are grouped into sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets), each expressing a distinct concept. Synsets are interlinked by means of conceptual-semantic and lexical relations. WordNet superficially resembles a thesaurus, in that it groups words together based on their meanings. However, there are some important distinctions. First, WordNet interlinks not just word forms (strings of letters) but specific senses of words. As a result, words that are found in proximity to one another in the network are semantically disambiguated. Second, WordNet labels the semantic relations among words, whereas the groupings of words in a thesaurus does not follow any explicit pattern other than meaning similarity. Several authors proposed semantic measures based on WordNet [25] - [27] .
However, creating and maintaining lexical databases is a tedious task that requires human experts. Further, updating a resource is again expensive and there is usually a lag between the current state of language usage/comprehension and the lexical resource representing it. For example, due to funding and staffing issues the WordNet project is no longer accepting comments and suggestions 1 . Although M2M information has limited vocabulary, usually consists of very specific terms associated with the technology world. The lexical database may not contain these terms or the correct associations.
Distributional measures of word-distance rely on the distributional hypothesis, which states that words that occur in similar contexts tend to be semantically close [28] , [29] . Many distributional approaches represent the sets of contexts of the target words as points in multidimensional co-occurrence space. Some metrics can be used to measure distributional distance, such as cosine and α-skew divergence [30] among others.
These methods work well and do not require a lexical database. The distributional profile can be used to enrich the vocabulary in present M2M scenarios. However, these methods require a large corpus, which is a disadvantage. Due to the poor vocabulary present in M2M scenarios, the corpus made up from the information shared by M2M devices is not suitable to learn distributional profiles. Creating and maintaining a large corpus for M2M scenarios is a time intensive task that requires human experts. It has the same exact problems of creating and maintaining a large lexical database. The vast amount and diversity of information and the poor vocabulary represent additional difficulties
In this paper we explore the idea of using external public services as a replacement for a large corpus. Conventional search engines provide access to vast amounts of documents with rich vocabulary. On-line encyclopedias such as Wikipedia 2 , Scholarpedia 3 and Citizendium 4 provide access to high quality definitions and definitions. Finally, web thesaurus can be used to optimize distributional profiles by reducing dimensions that are synonyms.
V. Implementation
In this section we discuss important details about our solution. Given a word our solution prototype uses a web search engine to extract its distributional profile. These profiles can be evaluated with the cosine similarity. Our prototype is divided into 3 different component as depicted in Figure 3 . Currently our prototype only works with English vocabulary. All the components were prototyped in Java. The first component (corpus extraction) bridges our solution with web search engines. Currently it uses Bing Search API 5 , although other search engines can be instantiated and used. The basic function of this component is to extract a corpus, from a web search engine, that is associated with a specific word. Two different methods to extract a corpus were implemented: based on full pages, and based on snippets. The first method downloads and returns the content of each page indicated by the search engine. On the other hand, the second method only returns the snippets provided by the search engine.
The second component (text processing) implements a pre-processing pipeline that processes and cleans the corpus. The various spaces of the pipeline are depicted in Figure 4 .
The sentence segmentation and tokenizer phases divide the corpus into sentences and tokens respectively. After, tokens present in the stop word list are removed. Stop words are deemed irrelevant because they occur frequently in the language and provide little information about any topic. In our prototype we used the MySQL stop word list 6 . For the exact same reason we also remove tokens that are too big or small. Any token with less than 3 or more than 15 (6 is average word length in English) characters were removed from the pipeline. Finally each token is stemmed using the Porter stemming algorithm [31] .
The final component (DP extraction) analyses the output of the pipeline and extracts the distributional profile of the word. The profile is a vector containing the neighbourhood of the specified word. Term frequency is used as to weight the relevance of each neighbour.
VI. Performance evaluation
We evaluate the proposed method against Miller-Charles dataset [32] , a dataset of 30 word-pairs rated by a group of 38 human subjects. Currently there is no word similarity database specific for M2M scenarios. Since we do not have the technical capacity to develop a specific dataset for M2M scenarios, in this first work we used a well known general proposed dataset. We intend to address this issue in future publications.
The word pairs are rated on a scale from 0 (no similarity) to 4 (perfect synonymy). We analyse the behaviour of the proposed measure with the number of web pages/snippets and the size of the word neighbourhood.
Pearson correlation was used to evaluate our distance measure against the ground truth. Correlation between sets of data is a measure of how well they are related. The correlation r can range from −1 to 1. An r of −1 indicates a perfect negative linear relationship between variables, an r of 0 indicates no linear relationship between variables, finally and an r of 1 indicates a perfect positive linear relationship between variables. In short, the highest correlation indicates the most accurate solution.
The experimental results are presented in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . The distributional profiles were extracted from web pages and snippets respectively.
From Figure 5 it is apparent that the first web pages achieved the highest correlation, independently of the neighbourhood distance. The web pages returned by the search engine are ranked based on topic relevance. From the first pages it is possible to extract the most relevant distributional profile dimensions. Extracting a profile from more web pages adds several low relevant dimensions. These low relevant dimensions add up and decrease accuracy. We also see that the correlation slowly increases as the number of web pages increases, although never reaching the performance obtained only with the first pages. As more web pages are used to extract a profile, the weight of the low relevant dimensions decreases, minimizing their impact on performance. It is worth mentioning that the best results were achieved with a neighbourhood distance of 3. Distributional profiles extracted from snippets achieved a higher accuracy overall, see Figure 6 . For neighbourhood distance of 1 the first snippets achieved the highest correlation. Similarly, to the web pages experiment, the most relevant dimensions are present on the first snippets. Extracting a profile from more snippets only adds low relevant dimensions. On the other hand, neighbourhood distances of 3 and 5 achieved the highest accuracy with 250 snippets, after that point the accuracy decreases monotonically. It is apparent that higher neighbourhood distances achieved the best accuracy with snippets.
VII. Discussion and Conclusions
The number of sensing devices is increasing at a steady step. Each one of them generates massive amounts of information. However, each device/manufactures share context information with different structure, hindering interoperability in M2M scenarios. We proposed methods to organize context information that are independent from their representation and structure. Within this paper we explore semantic methods to improve our organizational model. We described our organization models and our previous approach to deal with the semantic portion of context information. This approach, based on Vector Space Model, suffers from semantic sensitivity. In order to minimize this drawback, we reviewed several well known semantic methods and evaluated their usability in M2M scenarios.
We proposed a semantic similarity solution that combines distributional profiles with public web services. Our solution was evaluated against Miller-Charles dataset [32] , achieving a correlation of 0.6. There is room for improvement, on-line thesaurus and dimension reduction algorithms are possible options to optimize the profile. Other term weighting functions can be used, such as tfidf [20] . Nevertheless, our unsupervised solution was able to learn distributional profiles from the web, achieving a relative high accuracy. The main advantages of our solution are: does not require a specific corpus, the profile can be used to enhance the poor vocabulary present is most M2M scenarios, and the profile's dimensions can be interpreted by human users.
